LILLIAN AND GRACE FACE AN INSPECTION THAT COULD CLOSE THE ORPHANAGE FOR GOOD IN ‘WHEN HOPE CALLS’ STREAMING SEPTEMBER 20, ON HALLMARK MOVIES NOW

STUDIO CITY, CA – August 14, 2019 – When a government worker comes to town to inspect the orphanage in "A House United," Lillian (Morgan Kohan) and Grace (Jocelyn Hudon) attempt to pass muster in "When Hope Calls," available for streaming Friday, September 20, 2019, on Hallmark Movies Now. Although they use creativity and community to address issues at the orphanage, the true test arises when the inspector questions events from Grace's past. Gabriel (Ryan-James Hatanaka) and Chuck (Greg Hovanessian) lend a hand to repair the orphanage's roof and work alongside Sam (Marshall Williams), a struggling prospector offering handyman services in exchange for room and board. Gabriel sizes up the new handyman – perhaps afflicted with some jealousy over his closeness to Lillian – while Chuck tries to get his blossoming relationship with Grace back on track. Meanwhile, Tess (Wendy Crewson) pauses her endeavor to buy a truck when Ronnie (Neil Crone) needs her help.

“When Hope Calls,” is a WHC Season 1 Productions Inc. In association with All Canadian Entertainment Inc., and Brad Krevoy Television. Brad Krevoy, Alfonso Moreno, Brian Bird, Michael Landon Jr., Susie Belzberg, Eric Jarboe, Jimmy Townsend and Amanda Philips Atkins are the executive producers. Kym Crepin, Michael Shepard and James Moorhouse are the supervising producers. David Anselmo serves as the producer. Don McBrearty directed from a script by David Barlow.
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